TROCAL InnoNova_70. A5 classic: The slim window profile with weather seal.
TROCAL InnoNova_70.A5 classic: The window with optimal functions.

The solution for all architectural styles. TROCAL InnoNova_70.A5 classic features an offset arrangement of frame and sash and an attractively lean visible sight line to provide great potential for elaborate façade designs. Yet its convincing advantages are not only visual:

- **Offset arrangement of sash and frame.**
- **Lean visible sight line.**
- **Distinctive design with double chamfers.**

**Weather seal.**
TROCAL InnoNova_70.A5 is characterised by two sealing levels. Both an internal and external permanently elastic weather seal provides the perfect protection between the sash and window frame.

**Colour and design.**
Not only white PVC as standard – TROCAL InnoNova_70.M5 can take highly individualised and unique colour schemes thanks to diverse surface treatment technologies.

**U-value:**

1,3 W/(m²K)

**Five chambers.**
The unique, x-shaped profile chambers enhance the window’s inherent structural stability, while counteracting torsion.

**Thermal insulation.**
The 70mm deep profiles with U-value for the frame of 1.3 W/(m²K) a will meet the requirements of even the most stringent energy world wide. Combine standards economy and ecology, it pays off short and longterm.

The greenline symbol represents our lead-free stabilised profile generation.
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